, in which the thick blue sticks, the thin blue sticks, the red sticks, and the yellow sticks represent the backbones of (S)-BIC-C7, the achiral side chain of (S)-BIC-C7, the side chain with a (S)-type chiral center of (S)-BIC-C7, and the co-adsorbed 1-octanol molecules, NetworkⅠ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, and Ⅳ in the BIC-C7/(S)-6O co-assembly correspond to trimeric units with conformation Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ, and Ⅳ, respectively. Energy shown below the molecular model is its total energy. With comparison of the energy of the four networks it can be seen that network Ⅱ is energetically favored. And its chirality agrees with the chirality we observed in STM images of BIC-C7/(S)-6O co-assembly. Moreover, the difference in energy of the energetically favored CW network and the energetically favored CCW network is 29.35 kcal/mol. Thus, energy difference for a trimeric unit (the basic chiral unit of the 2D molecular assembly) is 4.89 kcal/mol (about 8 kBT), suggesting obvious bias to CW network can be achieved. The simulation result is consistent with the experiment results.
fig. S11. Calculated hexagonal units of the networks in the (R)-BIC-C7/1-octanol coassembly.
Energy shown below the molecular model is its total energy. It can be seen that the energy of the energetically favored CCW network (NetworkⅠ) is about 10 kcal/mol higher than that of the energetically favored CW network (Network Ⅳ), implying an efficient induction of CCW chirality in the (R)-BIC-C7/1-octanol. The simulation results are consistent with the experimental results.
fig. S12. Calculated hexagonal units of the networks in the (R)-BIC-C7/(S)-6O coassembly. As revealed, Network Ⅳ with CW chirality is energetically favored, just as observed in STM measurement. Note that the adsorption conformation of side chain in Network Ⅳ is unfavored in (R)-BIC-C7/1-octanol assembly. It is suggested to be a compromised result that an unfavored adsorption conformation is adopted to minimize the steric hindrance induced by the chiral center.
